1973 toyota corolla sr5

The Toyota Corolla was mostly unchanged from the previous year. The biggest change was the
introduction of the SR5 model, a sporty coupe with a five-speed manual transmission. The
Toyota Corolla had a four-cylinder, 1. It was available as a coupe, a wagon or a sedan. The
sedan came in three trim levels: Standard, Deluxe, and Hi-Deluxe. The styling for the Toyota
Corolla was still very simple and conservative, but its value and simplicity was earning many
fans. Was my first car, paid for it in cash saving my pennies for over 18 years. I Loved it.
Unfortunately it was totaled by a DWI driver. But it was pretty much rusted out by that time
despite washing underneath it and waxing it. Average user score. Based on 6 reviews. So Much
Fun. A Much Loved Sl Model by andrei. Emblem by Didi. Updated Mar 21, by Anonymous.
What's your take on the Toyota Corolla? Have you driven a Toyota Corolla? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Toyota Corolla. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Toyota Corolla Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Toyota Corolla to Related Models. Select Year Make
Toyota. Model Corolla. I've decided to put my AE86 up for grabs. The body has k miles, but the
engine 4AC was rebuilt by the previous owner, since then, it has only been driven a little over
45k miles. The car was also repainted two year ago, as you can see with the pictures provided. I
also have the title in hand. Below is a list of what I've changed in the past two years. Everything
has less than 15k miles since I've had it installed. Crack on the driver side dashboard. Air leak
Slight air leak underneath, some welding or patching should fix the issue. The driver's seat is
torn. Trunk doesn't open. Needs a new lock. Fuel leaks from the tank when full. Only droplets, I
usually just fill it half way. Dashboard lights do not work. There's a dent underneath the left side
taillight, along with a noticeable scrape. Driver side turn lens is broken. One of the belts whines
during start-up, only for a few seconds. It'll need to be replaced within the next thousand miles
or so. Fuel gauge does not work. Common AE86 problem These are all minor issues, I've
practically fixed all the major problems the car used to have when I first bought it. I'm also not
interested in any trades, I'm only looking to sell the car. Thanks for looking! I recently bought a
house and do not have a garage for it now but in 10 years I know I will kick my self for selling it.
Up for sale is a Toyota Corolla Sr5 1. These cars were made convertible by this company. The
car is completely restored, fresh paint job to original color, new top and motors. Everything
works great. Car is very clean and the paint job looks great. The car is a automatic and it's a
nice weekend cruiser runs great. Call or text for more info eight five two five. Serious inq only
please! The car is clean and needs nothing, you will not be disappointed. Up for sale is my
corolla SR5 coupe 5 speed. This is my drift car project, but I no longer have time to work on it. It
has a 16v 4age swapped in, and a GTS rear end. Quite a few things are missing from the car.
The engine is just a 16v 4age, I'm unsure of the miles but all of the gaskets were changed before
dropping it in. All of the emissions equipment has been removed. The car has a vacuum leak
coming from near the fuel injectors and has trouble idling when cold. It runs fine once it reaches
operating temperature. The exhaust is a buddy club spec 2 with no cat. The body of the car is
fairly rough and has a few rust spots. Only one spot where the car is rusted through is visible
by the passenger fender well. The car's paint is really low quality and rolled on, it is chipped in
many spots. The rear has replica run free over fenders. Front fenders are flared and chipped up
quite a bit. The trunk has holes where there used to be a spoiler and most of the paint is
chipped off. The taillights are from a later model car and the trunk area is cut out to fit them. The
front has a VIS jblood front bumper on it which has seen better days and the rear has a
fiberglass replica stock jdm bumper on it. Rocker panels and pinch welds both have damage.
The front suspension is home-brew coil overs. The shock tubes are cut and re welded 40mm
shorter with short throw kyb shocks installed. It has Techno Toy Tuning negative camber roll
center adjusters and camber plates. Ground control coil over sleeves are installed making them
height adjustable. The rear suspension has a Megan racing adjustable pan-hard bar, two
different sets of cut springs, and Monroe shocks. Interior is stripped and has one sr5 seat and
one miata seat. The other miata seat will be included with the car but not installed. The car will
come with 4 sr5 wheels, 2 14x6 volk mesh, and 2 14x6 western mesh wheels. NOT the wheels in
most of the pictures. I really don't want to sell this car, but I live away from home 4 days a week
and have no time to work on it. Any questions feel free to ask. If you need pictures of anything
specific I will have to add them on the weekend. Very rare to find a corolla coupe sr5 with only
original miles. White with burgundy interior and auto transmission. I bought this car from a 92yr
old man who was the original owner with the intentions of converting it into a gts cause of the
low miles on the body. Car was garage kept. Original paint on every panel of car except for
driver front fender which i was told was repaired due to minor damage when car was parked so
there was no frame damage. Car was never modified in anyway. Car is practically like new with
only miles. Only bad is some surface rust on the sunroof area and only there with surface rust
and a small dent on drivers door that can be taken out with paintless dent removal which i will

show in the pics. You are more than welcome to come inspect car at anytime. Only reason i am
parting with car is i have too many other projects i need to entertain first. Can be contacted at
for any questions. It is all there and complete except for the driver side fender flare is missing. It
has the 2tc with the 5 speed. It runs and drives. Engine sounds good but feels underpowered. I
did do a carb overhaul and it runs better than it use to, but still lacks. Mileage says 98k but
could be k! This car has a lot of sitting time and needs attention. Interior needs work. Body is
decent. It does have dings, drivers fender is banged up but not bad. Some rust of course but
nothing of real concern. Please look at the pictures. Everything works except for the clock and
oil temp gauge is intermittent. Being a 39 year old car with everything said, this car is being sold
as a project AS-IS. Needs restoration. I hold a clean title in my name and tabs are current. If you
need more info or additional photos please feel free to contact me. Bakersfield, CA. Dallas, OR.
Georgetown, TX. Monroeville, PA. Garden City, NY. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Cars for Sale Toyota Corolla sr5. Year Make Toyota Model Corolla. Category Beta
Sedan 6. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. One of the many issues of a complicated life of a typical classic car aficionado is that
not only do they accumulate cars, they also start piling up spare parts to the point that these in
itself can now be reassembled together to create another car. Well, that might be a little
hyperbolical, but you get the point. On top of that, we all can agree that the problem with
browsing your favorite classified ads is that it always led you to buy things that is not really a
necessity and over time, they build up like crazy so, subconsciously you are hoping that you
will need it later to justify those impulsive decisions you made from who knows when, whether
you were sober or not. Allow me to introduce you to Russ Capulong. Russ loves old school
Toyotas. He owns a very clean AE86, but more importantly, he currently has two TE27 Corollas
in his possession â€” the orange restomod Trueno that I just mentioned, and a red Corolla that
is bone stock. Yup, he loves Mangoes. But owning two TE27s did not stop Russ from acquiring
a third one. Guessed why? Well, he accumulated so much parts and trims for an SR5 he now
needed a car to put all those stuff on. Finding a pristine TE27 Corolla these days can be very
taxing. They become fewer every day, but the demand is so high you have to bite the bullet
when a seller comes by and you want to acquire one. But even with its scarcity, Russ does not
just want another TE27 as he already owns 2 of them. So, when the exact car he wanted showed
up at an online market place, he made it sure that the car is a true factory SR5 as verified by its
Vehicle Identification Number. In spite of the fact that the seller is a little less than a thousand
miles away from where Russ resides, he closed the deal, and the car was trailered down south.
Russ wanted the Corolla to be meticulously restored. The car was red when he initially got it,
but decoding from its VIN, turned out that this Toyota came out of the factory as orange, a
finding that thrilled Russ as he is a big fan of orange cars. Cost was no object in the restoration
of this Corolla. The car was brought to P. Bonifacio Auto Body where it was scraped to bare
metal and the correct factory base coat orange was applied. The stock 1. No single item had
been left out in the restoration of this TE The result was this stunning jaw dropping awesome
completely bone stock Corolla that looked like it just rolled off the show room in It is a time
capsule. There were still a few things that needed attention when Russ pulled in at the JCCS ,
but that did not stop the car from impressing the judges. Russ came home that day winning
Second Best Corolla Award. I guess he will just have to enjoy the fruits of his labor for the next
few days. Maybe drive the car around town more often, staying away from those ad sites he
loves. Otherwise, he might end up getting his 4th Mango, which is not a
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t all a bad idea, piling up inside the basket of an avid car enthusiast. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. I think this is one of the
most important information for me. But should remark on some general things, The website
style is great, the articles is really excellent : D. Good job, cheers. The love for old cars
transcends both economics and politicsâ€¦. I have read and agree to the Privacy Policy. Share 0.
Old Faithful â€” A Toyota Corona. What do you think? Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. Hairstyles December 13, Blog Stats 56, hits. Follow me. My Facebook Page.
Subscribe to us and never miss out the cool features and articles within the old car culture. We
use cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website.

